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Dear Richard, 	 1/4/94 
ev-th 

After Raphacla's phone call we eere lucky to have our lane fiaade safe for the moen4 
ing when a great nephew, who was only a feu miles away, came and cleared it. Jle have in 

the general area 15, no 17 groat neph,2412  and nieces and I've lost could of the,Great 
inAle,frkts4 rat ones) elut the forecatp,iti for the kind of weather in which I should not be out at 

all plus what presents additional hazards, more suow, sleet and ffeezing rain. 5o I write 

you to tell you again, as I told her, that I did say you can edit Case Opened as you see 

fit. I do not want any concern on that score to lead to any further delays with it. I 

also told her there is no need to send ec what I thank she referred to as your outline. 

I did give my word and I'll keep it. 

Une of the reasons , other reasonu that 1  write is to indicate some possible problems 
eau may face from not having had the entire ms retyped. Another is to ad(that whenever 
it is possible I'd like the added copies of Sae Selections I said. I'd ray  for. I got 

cleaned out with yesterday's hhoughtfulness. There is no rush on sending copies to those 
who helped with this and with /mu AGAIIII but there are some in the media who may be 

disposed to be helpful to either or both books to whom I'd like to send copies when they 
have fewer new booke4and 1 wa not required to Make as aany packages for mailing. 

I was perplexed when after Raphaela sent me what she had retyped 11/17 and indicated 
she'd soon have more that I got nothing. I phoned and spoke to l'avid and I wrote several 
Liewi,Alithout any response. I had to and did keep myself clear to go over what I expected 
as rapidly as possible because heruae Graf had said pulaication would be in "arch and 
copies would be available in February. I also believed that February availability made 
possible that cannot be duplicate: with advertising. There is much I could and would have 

used that time for if had been told of your change in plans. 

I'D eorry for two other reaeons. One is the dirtiness of the copy, may terrible 
typing.  and handwriting that can lead to not only accidental errors but also can inter-
fere with 4Prehensiob, sour comprehencion. Another, and i w not saying this to ask 

you to keee your word, is that you did promise three retyped clean copies, one for me, 

one for licKnight and Rood, and one for Wrone and Wisciinein, of the unedited roggh draft 

for the hittorieal reeord.I'd have been able to spot some of my ereors and those by 

Raphaela thet you may not be able to. Another is that I wrote in great haste and was 
expecting eo add more. Till be sending you some of that. you can decide whether or not 

you now want to include it. After you asked Charlie Minton teSdph phone me because he 

(anti you) wanted come criticisms by others aa4ed I went to some timo and trouble to 

gather those that can be used. I'll send what of those I think can be worthwhile and 
again, eou can decide. 	does mean, so you'll have no doubt, that Ithatever you decide, 
I'll not complain. 

It will probably be seve 711 days before I can get to that because of what I've obli- 



gated myself to do for someon: else and because of mostly Lil's present medical needs. 
Tomor-ow she has the peelirainary consultations prior to cyc sureery. That will be on 
the 14th and until after that there is no way of knowine what additional time that may 
require of mc. (I'll be riven to ilopkine early next month for the,comoultation and decision 

of whether I should have lie uecoee cataract r,:moved, Lind if so, how soon. 
Whatever you decide I'll agree with in advance 	I think the safer and better 

aed peehaps in the long run even the faster course would be to have what was not re-
typed donejif necessary on the typwriter, in all or in part. I think it is safer and can 
sevo you much time when you edit. It can also enable me to indicate where the additional 
infotemtion keys in. 

In the editing I hope eou will keep in mind what is true of this book as it is of 
Nelrag AGAIU! that one of my purposes is to tell r - adere what they do not for the most 
part lam about the assassination and its investigation. I believe also that with both 
that strengthens the criticisms and wear. be  helpful with reviewers and othees, who also 
lack tiat knowledge. 

lour decisioe leavees no without knowledge of what pictures you will be using. I 
think the safest course with that is for no to continue my efforts to get the clearest 
Prints I  can and then you can decide whether or not you want to use them. I cannot under-
stand tho delays by the krehiteo and by the AARC but in the end I'm sure those pictures 
will come. 	 1 

PeW 
I enclose a Xerox that doe:: not beging to do justice to ite clarity of a picture I 

just got from a man in Louisiana whose uncle was in the Dallas police crime lab and took 
copies of ite picture:: and kept them. I've encircled in red the overlap of cartons of book 
that ehow ithe care with which the rifle as placed there, not reflected in either the 
official or Posner's pretended reconstructions of Oswald's night. Their accounts are 
impossible and this one makes it more impossible. ire simply could not have Cessed that 
rifle behind that bar icade of booksaad had-it come to rest that way. And this was not 
the first ce.;7 those pictures. °there, ieuluding one of which I sent a Xerox from Whitewash, 
reflect that this picture was taken after the Police had removed most of the considerable 

evedh.41,4 amount of paper that was at that pant whdn they took the first picture. I hope you 
le remember Weitzman's testimony on this. Lore, not pictures, **la will be in whatfl wrote 

later on this, to add. I think it makes a simply oVerwhelmine case that Oswald was not 
at that sniper's nest to do the shooting - and that Posner knew it.All of it together. 

One of the pictures I'll still seckine is a good aerial view Old yealee Plaza. If you 
do not rant to include that or a chart of the area please let me know. 

ieemember, I have a Xerox of,everything I sent you so if you cannot make any of it 
out sent: me a marked copy and 	respond immediately. Our best to you all, 

hvafd(At- 91,-C 1,;f air Mk-6 ? ft 
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